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Free Craft Pattern from Lion Brand Yarn
®
®
Lion Brand Modern Baby
Father's Day Catchall
Pattern Number: L50003
SKILL LEVEL: Easy (Level 2)
SIZE: One Size
About 4 x 6 in. (10 x 15 cm) x 1 1/2 in. (4 cm) deep
CORRECTIONS: None as of Mar
MATERIALS
• 924-153 Lion Brand Modern
Baby: Black
1 Ball (A)
• 924-109 Lion Brand Modern
Baby: Blue
1 Ball (B)
• Lion Brand Large-Eye Blunt
Needles (Set of 6)
• Additional Materials
7-mesh plastic canvas, one
sheet about 10 1/2 x 13 1/2
in. (26.5 x 34.5 cm)
1 yd. (1 m) of 1/2 in. (13
mm) wide leather trim with
grommet holes
Paper fasteners or brads

21, 2015. To check for later updates, click here.

*Modern Baby (Article #924). 50% Acrylic,
50% Nylon; package size: 2.60oz/75.00 gr.
(173yds/158m) pull skeins

GAUGE:
Exact gauge is not essential to this project.
NOTES:
1. Plastic canvas is embroidered then folded and sewn together to make the Catchall.
2. Embroidery is worked in simple stitches with a single strand of yarn. Follow the stitch guide
for how to work the stitches.
3. When embroidering, weave the yarn tail through the stitches on the back of the plastic
canvas to secure it before cutting it.

CATCHALL
Cutting
Following diagram, cut plastic canvas to measure 52 threads x 66 threads.
Cut a square from each corner measuring 11 threads x 11 threads.

Embroidery
Notes
1. When embroidering and following diagram, leave one thread around the entire outside edge of the
canvas piece, and the "fold line" threads between sections unworked.
2. Some stitches of some rows are worked over only one intersection of threads.

Base
With A and following chart, embroider right slanting stitches over 2 intersections of threads all the way
around outside edge of the base.
With B and following chart, embroider right slanting stitches over 2 intersections of threads all the way
around inside edge of A.
With A and following chart, embroider right slanting stitches in rows over 2 intersections of threads to
completely fill in the center of the base.
Sides
Note: When you assemble the Catchall, the sides will be folded up so the wrong side of the sides will wind
up facing the inside of the Catchall.
Turn the canvas over so that the wrong side of the base is facing to embroider the sides.
With A, embroider right slanting stitches in rows over 2 intersections of threads to completely fill in all 4
sides, leaving the outer thread on all edges and "fold line" thread unworked.
FINISHING
Assembly
Fold the 4 sides of Catchall along the fold lines.
With A, sew Catchall together as follows:
*Embroider overcast stitch along fold line from one corner to next corner, then join edges of short side and
long side by embroidering overcast stitch through both edges to top edge then back down to base again to
cover all plastic canvas edges; rep from * around all sides of Catchall.
With B, embroider overcast stitch along the top edge of the Catchall.
Trim
Beginning at center of one side, wrap trim around Catchall, securing with paper fasteners inserted through
grommet holes and then through spaces between the threads of the plastic canvas. Skip one or more
grommet holes between fasteners as desired.
When you reach the starting point, cut excess trim, leaving about 1 in. (2.5 cm) to turn under. Turn this
end under.Remove the first paper fastener, and lap folded end of trim over beginning end and reinsert
fastener through all layers to secure.
On inside of Catchall, open the legs of the paper fasteners to secure.

Every effort has been made to have the knitting and crochet instructions accurate and complete. We cannot
be responsible for variance of individual knitters and crocheters, human errors, or typographical mistakes.
We want your project to be a success! If you need help with this or any other Lion Brand pattern, e-mail
support is available 7 days per week. Just click here to explain your problem and someone will help you!
For thousands of free patterns, visit our website www.LionBrand.com
To order visit our website www.lionbrand.com or call: (800) 258-YARN (9276) any time!
When in New York City, visit the Lion Brand Yarn Studio where we have the largest selection of
our yarns anywhere and over 100 classes and events monthly.
34 West 15th Street, NY, NY 10011
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